Book proposal, list of possible titles, outline in 3 versions, character sketches of the main characters, with AMs notes in reference to influences on Frank Philips.

Chpt summaries and synopsis in 5 versions and one-page fragment.


p160-356.
p357-513.
p514-613.
p614-763.

Version 2: TMs draft with AMs revisions and corrections. Includes title pate, Dedication, pl-83 (with lp AMs text inserted at p50).

p84-103 in 2 versions.
p239-266, 271-390.
p393-414, 416-476.
p477-612.
p614-763.

TMrs and AMs suggestions and notes from Paul Endacott to Bill Wertz and Wallis.

Version 3: TMs draft Epigraph, Dedication, Prologue (in 2 versions), Foreword, Acknowledgments, quotes.

pcTMrs/TMs draft with AMs revisions and corrections, pl-155.

p156-339.
p340-484.
p485-601.
p602-711.
Epilogue (in 2 versions).

pcAMs list of proposed photo illustrations. (See also Oversize for photos of Phillips)

AMs/TMs draft text for photo illustration captions; typeset caption text with proofreaders’ marks and corrections.

pc of proposed layout of illustrations and captions.


pl81-346.

p347-504.

Version 5: Reader’s set of Version 4 page proofs, a photocopy with AMs corrections and revisions, pl-180.

pl81-346.

347-494.

Editorial suggestions and page notes; typesetters’ instructions; and dust jacket blurb about the author (in 2 versions).

Dust jacket proof for the SMP edition.

Dust jacket for the Doubleday edition with workups and preliminary proofs of publication announcement. (Located in oversize document box)

TM’s draft style sheet, 1p.

Foul matter, in two versions, returned to the author by the publisher.

Foul matter, with corrections and markings.


Material relating to a proposed film based on OIL MAN. Sept 1989.

Research material

66er’s basketball team.

Adams, Boot.

Alexander, Clyde
7:4 Angels.
7:5 Aviation.
7:6-8 Bartlesville.
7:9 Billams.
7:10 Boom towns.
7:11 Butler, Fern.
7:12 Darby, Ruby.
7:13 Davis, Ann Anderson.
7:14 Endacott, Paul. (See also SERIES XIII: Endacott, Paul)
7:15 Executives (fired).
7:16 Fishers.
7:17 Foster, Henry Vernon.
7:18 Getty, J. Paul.
8:1 Gibson, John.
8:2 Iowa.
8:3 Landon, Alf.
8:4 Lee, Powder River Jack.
8:5 Nebraska.
8:6 Okmulgee.
8:7 Petroleum.
8:8-9 Philbrook Museum of Art.
10:4-5 Phillips and Elliott families.
Phillips family.
Phillips' foster daughters.
Phillips, Frank.
Phillips genealogy.
Phillips genealogy.
Phillips, Jane.
Phillips, John.
Phillips Petroleum.
Phillips' servants.
Phillips' townhouse.
Pickens, T. Boone.
Skelly, William G.
St. Louis labor troubles.
Thomas and Dewey.
Utah.
Villa Philmont.
Washington, State of.
Wing, Oberon K.
Woolaroc.
Woolaroc.
Various subjects.
Various subjects.
Various subjects.
Transcripts of interviews and correspondence
Phillips Petroleum photographs
17:1-5  Publicity, book tours, book reviews

18:1-9  Related video tapes and audio cassettes

19:ALL  Memorabilia